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Decision support with imprecise information has become a widely researched area
involving expert systems, decision support systems, inductive reasoning, and database
retrieval. The existence of uncertainty in reality can no longer be ignored in formal
scientific languages, such as computer languages. Many uncertainty theories created in
recent years attempt to mimic reality and human behavior. Fuzzy sets, theory of evidence,
and data metrics are three known mathematical models of uncertainty that can represent
real-world situations without losing data manipulation capabilities.
Four fiizzy set concepts described in this work are: similarity relations, possibility
distributions, degree ofmembership, and probability distributions. This thesis deals with
implementation of fiizzy relational databases using similarity relations. The implementation
is an extension of a model presented by Buckles and Petry.
Precise Enterprise
Databases are used to model an aspect of the real world. The portion of the real
world that a database models is termed the enterprise. Most databases model crisp
enterprises. A crisp or precise enterprise is an enterprise that has fixed relationships and
single-valued attributes. Precise enterprises can be used with precise or imprecise data.
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Amajor concern with the query language is whether a specific data item matches a
query term even if it is not identical to the term. Using a query language is the best way to
allow uncertain data. This language should allow the user to indicate the degree of
similarity desired to retrieve records that match the query (Buckles and Petry, 1985).
The most common approach to using the precise enterprise and imprecise data is to
reduce retrieval to 3-value logic if the query language is crisp or not crisp. The data objects
are surely, maybe, or surely not a response to the query. A fuzzy set theory approach that
uses this technique is known as the possibility theory. Possibility distributions are described
in detail in Chapter 2.
Vague Enterprises
Sometimes enterprises do not have fixed relationships and single-valued attributes.
These enterprises are called vague enterprises. Vague enterprises do not always contain
crisp or precise data An exanple ofcrisp values which are not realistic is the Export Policy
database inCh^ter 3 which contains, for each country, the stability of its government. To
handle vague enterprises. Buckles and Petry developed the similarity based model. The
similarity based model is illustrated in Chapter 2.
The concepts of vague and precise enterprises is illustrated in Figure 1. The data
represented in the enterprise can be either precise or imprecise. The query language used





The general organization and background information on relational and fiizzy
relational databases along with previous implementations of fuzzy retrieval are discussed
in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the methods and tools used to implement the fuzzy
relational database presented in this thesis. The application is used to keep track ofexport
policies for electronic equipment from the United States. The language used is dBASE 5
for Wmdows. A discussion of the results concludes this chapter. Chapter 4 concludes the





Organization of a Fuzzy Database
A relational database was defined by Edgar Codd in 1970. Codd's objective was
to easily accommodate a user's ad hoc (special) request for selected data. "Relational
databases consist of one or more relations in two-dimensional (row and column) format.
Rows are called tuples and correspond to records; columns are called domains and
correspond to fields" (Buckles and Petty, 1982). These relations are in Third Normal
Form, which is the result of a process that "normalizes" data for more efficient use in a
relational database. A relation scheme in Third Normal Form does not produce partial or
transitive dependencies. Data stored in Third Normal Form is dependent on the key field.
For example, data in student records relate only to the student’s social security number.
Relational algebra is used to manipulate a relational database. Relational operators,
which form the basis of relational algebra, are symbols that denote comparision between two
values. Relational operators and their corresponding symbols are listed below.
Relational Operator Symbol
Equal to =
Not equal to o or # or !=
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Greater than >
Greater than or equal to >=
Less than <
Less than or equal to <=
Consider a relation PARTY that consists of the domains BRIDE, GROOM, BEST-MAN,
MAID OF HONOR. A similar relation, which consists of the domains BRIDE and
GROOM and is restricted to the cases in which the best man's name is 'Ben', can be
constructed by projecting the original relation.
PROJECT(PARTY: BRIDE,GROOM)WHERE BEST-MAN = 'Ben'
The relational algebra operation consists of:
1. An operation name.
2. One or more relation names.
3. One or more domain names.
4. An optional conditional expression including a relational operator.
The next four sections describe approaches to representation of inexact information.
These four approaches are: possibility distributions, probability distributions, membership
values (degree ofmembership), and similarity relationships.
Possibility Distributions
The objective ofpossibility theory is, given that an object is a member of a fuzzy set,
to determine the possibility that a specific value applies (Buckles and Petry, 1985). A
possibility distribution is the actual value in the database. The value identifies the limits of
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knowledge concerning the actual value.
Possibility distribution consists of propositions that are uncertain regarding
truthfulness. Let us take the statement 'Halle is pretty'. The imprecision arises because of
the vague predicate 'pretty'. A fuzzy set is created because of the vague predicate.
Therefore, a proposition 'Y is A' is said to have a restriction of possible values ofY over the
universe X as represented by the fuzzy subset induced by the vague predicate A. This fuzzy
subset will be denoted as A and its membership value as (Buckles and Petry, 1985). So
the possibility distribution attached to the variable Y is
(2.1) Ely (s) = Ma(s). s 6 S and n,: Sny [0,1].
Examples are given in Tables 1 and 2.
TABLE 1
Possibility-based Relations with explicit possibility distributions





Possibility-based Relation with implicit possibility distributions
NAME AGE ACCOUNT BALANCE
Ben 20 low
Barbara Young 1200
The symbol J] is used to represent possibility distributions.
Let Ilyoung = { 10/16, 0.8/18, 0.6/19, 0.4/20,...). The query
(2.2) cage = young(Rp^.))
would return Ben with a possibility value of 0.4 computed from min (0.4,1.0) with 0.4
coming from 0.4/20 in young and 1.0/20 coming from the tuple. Implementing the
possibility distribution requires the use of the extension principle. The extension principle
compares every pair of terms in the query value and database value. Therefore, the
computation can become difficult to perform.
Probability Distributions
Some scientists choose to use traditional probability distributions. Probability
distributions can be defined as follows:
A probability distribution function of a variable X over a domain D assigns each value d e
D a value between 0 and 1, as the probability that X = d. It is important to note one major
difference between probability and possibility distribution functions is that the sum of the
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probabilities assigned to the elements ofX must be exactly 1 (Motro, 1990).
For example, let Q = {kl, k2, k3} be the set of possible oil locations. If three




Pi ({w}) Pi P2 P3
kl 0.7 0.5 0.4
k2 0.2 0.3 0.3
k3 0.1 0.2 0.3
Table 4









P({kl}) = 0.7*0.2 + 0.5*0.3 + 0.4*0.5 = 0.49
P({k2}) = 0.28 P({k3}) = 0.23
Degree ofMembership
Fuzzy membership values are a major underlying theory for fuzzy set theory. The
fuzzy membership theory generalizes the degree ofmembership in a set (Buckles and Petry,
1985). In a fuzzy set, an element can be a member of a varying or associated degree of
membership. The degree ofmembership is represented as a real number ranging between
zero and one. Table 5 illustrates the semantics for the membership domain. The fuzzy
membership value indicates the degree to which the tuple belongs within the relation.
TABLES
Relation with membership domain






Similarity Relations are an extension of the concept discussed in the previous
section. A similarity relation replaces the equivalence relation used in a non&zzy database
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and is the basis of the implemented model in Chapter 3. A similarity relation Sj is defined
as follows:
s-Dj xD3-[0,1]
ifa,b,c 6 Dj then Sj is
(2.5) Sj(a,a) = 1 [reflexive]
(2.6) Sj(a,b) = Sj(b,a) [symmetric]
(2.7) Sj(a,c) ^ max[min(Sj(a,b),Sj(b,c))], be Dj [transitive]
Given a domain, Dj, in a relation, the similarity threshold (THRES) is defined to be:











Similarity-based Relationship for domain HEALTH
POOR GOOD FAIR EXCELLENT
POOR 1.0 0.4 0.5 0.3
GOOD 0.4 1.0 0.9 0.75
FAIR 0.5 0.9 1.0 0.8
EXCELLENT 0.3 0.75 0.8 1.0
The domain HEALTH contains linguistic terms rather than precise values. A
similarity relationship is used to relate these linguistic terms to each other (see Tables 6 and
7). The similarity based model is most commonly used when the linguistic sets are finite and
discrete, but could be extended to continuous domains (Buckles and Retry, 1982). The
query uses the linguistic terms and provides the maximum value in the similarity relationship
that can be tolerated. Since precise data is a special case of imprecise data, crisp query
languages are not needed with vague enterprises. For example
(2.9) "health = good(Rpg^3,)): Level ^ 0.75
will retrieve {1.0/Toni,0.9/Walter,0.75/Bobby}.
The increasing demand of fuzzy querying and the popularity of Windows-based
relational database management systems have increased the need to find ways to permit
fiizzy queries. For example, an add-on package for Microsoft Access that allows fuzzy
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querying is now in its second release (Kacprzyk and Zadrozny, 1995).
Experimental Systems
VAGUE
The implementation of VAGUE provides an alternative approach to fuzzy querying.
The interface compares the distance between the values of each database domain. The
concept used is known as data metrics. The distances computed are then used to measure
equality and similarity. A measure of dissimilarity is obtained by dividing each distance by
the largest element listed in the domain. The similarity value is obtained when the dissimilar
value takes it complement to 1. VAGUE also uses a similar-to comparator along with
its query language. The comparator is satisfied if data values are within a set range from
the specified value. A database on academic institutions may use metrics to measure
distances between departments, between tuition ranges, as well as a metric to measure
distances between schools (Motro, 1988).
FUZZYDEDUCTIVEDATABASE FORMEDICAL DIAGNOSIS
The usefulness of fuzzy databases is evident when used to discover different
guidelines in the domain of medical diagnosis. A fuzzy deductive database has been
designed to diagnose the disease of a patient of pediatric group with convulsions
(Mukheijee, Deutsch-McLeish, and Baneiji, 1993). A fuzzy Structured Query Language
(SQL) query is translated into Prolog and uses possibility distributions. By combining
query results, clinical and investigation findings ofmany patients can be used to discover
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innovative ways to diagnosis children who suffer from convulsions. An initial fuzzy SQL
query is given for the system to illustrate.
Select cntd(invest.l)
From invest, clinical-fmdings-of
Where invest. 1 = clinical-findings-of.l and clinical-findings-of.2 = “raised-intraCTanial-
tension” and invest.2 = “csf’
In other words, the user wishes to find out how many patients having a clinical finding of
“raised-intracranial-tension” and a requirement of a “cerebto-spinal-fluid” investigation. “In
the rule base of the existing system, the requirement of a ‘csf investigation was inferred only
when the patient had signs of ‘meningitis-encephalitis’ which was inferred from clinical-
findings-of ‘raised-intracranial-tension’ in association with predisposing-factors-of
‘meningitis-encephalitis’”(Mukheijee, Deutsch-McLeish, and Banerji, 1993).
By performing the correlations above one can observe that all patients with “raised-
intracranial-tension” required a “csf’ investigation. A rule exists that directly relates the
clinical-findings-of “raised-intracranial-tension” to the requirement of “csf’ investigation
because the supporting evidence of predisposing factors of “meningitis-encephalitis” was
usually always true with the clinical finding.
FUZZY QUERYING FORMICROSOFTACCESS
An alternate method is to create a fuzzy logic based querying system and use it as
an “add-on” for commercial data base management systems rather than to construct a fiizzy
data base management system (Kacprzyk and Zadrozny, 1994). Fuzzy querying systems
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have been created and implemented for Microsoft Access vl.O and v2.0. Access was
chosen because of its open architecture. Its features and algorithms were embedded in
Access which makes the implementation unavailable for another data base management
system. Linguistic values refer to qualifiers such as "almost all", "nearly the same as",
"much greater than" or "most". The degree ofmembership concept is used.
Two issues were addressed to place the fuzzy value in Access's environment.
1. All definitions, including those ofattributes and fuzzy values, should be placed in an
appropriate location.
The first concern is handled by placing all corresponding code and data for fuzzy
elements in a library file. The library file is available anytime a user wants to perform a
query. Access v2.0 also allows the library file to be uninstalled.
2. Expression of queries involving fiizzy elements must be possible.
The second problem is solved by passing the fuzzy elements in the queries as
parameters. The system stores defined fuzzy elements and allows user defined elements.
The user enters its fuzzy relations and values from special tools (buttons) added to
the standard toolbar. The fuzzy values entered by the user become parameters for special
FQUERY functions. Appropriate fields matching the fuzzy values are added to the
SELECT clause. User defined and predefined values in the fiazzy relation are allowed
(Kacprzyk and Zadrozny, 1994). The implementations described above demonstrate that
fuzzy relational databases can be created using different methodologies. VAGUE uses a
concept known as data metrics, which involves measuring the distance between the values
of each database domain. The last two implementations use concepts derived from the
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fuzzy set theory. Fuzzying Querying forMcrosoft Access uses the degree ofmembership
concept. The fuzzy deductive database for medical diagnosis translates its fuzzy SQL query
into Prolog for querying the rule based system. It should be quite clear that uncertainty




For the model presented in this paper, dBASE 5 for Windows is used. The Export
Policy Manager for Windows represents information useful in establishing an export policy
for computer equipment in the United States. All source code for the program can be found
in Appendices 1 through 4. The model allows the user to enter a SQL statement with level
values for four of the five fields in the Export Policy database. First, a brief overview of
SQL is given.
Structured Query Language
SQL, a nonprocedural language originally developed for mainfi'ames, is used to
retrieve data in a relational database. The SQL statements consist of Data Definition
Language (DDL) and DataManipulation Language (DML). For the model presented here,
SQL commands are embedded within the dBASE language to interface to several databases.
The interface then searches for the values that meet the level condition and returns a new
SQL statement with the additional values added. The syntax for the SELECT command





[<GROUP BY clause> [<HAVING clause> ]]
[<ORDER BY clause>]
Because similarity tables are used the user can issue a fuzzy comparison in the query
by a clause
(3.1) LEVEL(D) = a
The similarity threshold THRES(D) determines the redundancy of tuples for an individual
domain. The resulting clause is determined by merging all tuples that do not violate the
constraint
(3.2) THRES(D) > LEVEL(D)
If the attribute domain is atomic the threshold is assumed to be equal to 1. As the threshold















Cuba Anti-USA Firm Tension Low
Brazil Neutral Firm Formal Good
G.D.R. Leftist Firm Formal Fair








U.K. APPLE POWER-PC 7100
GERMANY IBM THINKPAD 755CD
FRANCE APPLE POWER-PC 7100
U.K. PACKARD BELL LEGEND lOOCD
BRAZIL PACKARD BELL LEGEND lOOCD
FRANCE TOSHIBA T4500
U.K. APPLE POWER-PC 6100
SQL statements are executed in dBASE using a function called SQLEXECQ
DBASE does not perform any operation on the statement. It simply passes the SQL
command to the current database engine. If the database has not been set to an alias that
uses SQL-Link or Open Data Base Connectivity (ODBC), SQLEXECQ passes SQL
statements to the drivers built into the Borland Database Engine (BDE). The process just
mentioned is sometimes referred to as “local SQL”, where local refers to any database tables
that do not reside on a database server (Escobar and Mahar, 1995). The SQLEXECQ
function is of the following form:
SQLEXEC(SQL_statement[^nswer_table])
SQL_statement is a character string containing an SQL statement. The statement is
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executed at the location set by the SET DATABASE command. Here the location is local
(i.e., SET DATABASE to CHAR). Answer_table is a local dBASE table containing the
information resulting from the SQL statement. It is important to note that the
Answer_table can be used by a word processor or spreadsheet for reports and additional
analysis.
Since the BDE translates the SQL statements into Query By Example (QBE)
statements the statements are limited to what QBE can execute. The syntax not supported
in the SQLEXECQ function include:
1. Cursors
2. Views
3. The Union Clause in the SELECT statement
4. Sub-select queries
5. Cartesian products
6. The JOIN keyword
7. GRANT and REVOKE
8. dBASE functions
Themajor drawback ofusing the BDE drivers is the inability to use subselect queries, which
prevents the use of the EXISTS and IN commands. To overcome this limitation
INTERSOLV’s ODBC driver for dBASE is used.
Similarity Relations
The only overhead is explicitly maintaining a similarity matrix for the domains that
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have similarity relations. There are four similarity relations corresponding to the fields
Alliance, Political Stability, Regional Balance, and E-ReUability (see Figures 2 through 5).
Tables are created for each similarity relation. At the start of the application these tables are
automatically copied into four arrays. The advantage ofusing arrays is faster access time.
The user is allowed to enter a new set ofvalues for each similarity relation or modify the
existing values. Ifthe values do not hold the reflexive, symmetric, and transitive properties
error boxes are issued. The user is not allowed to proceed until all three properties hold
true (see Figure 6). Since it can be costly to erase all values in the relation and much more
interesting and convenient to modify values, the user is prompted to make sure all values
are to be cleared. Once the user completes modification of the similarity relations the values
are copied fi'om the arrays into their respective tables.
22







Strategic Alliance 1051 I5!i51 16!1 PI Pi
Political Alliance ia!9ol El pisi lEH
Neutral |o!85[ jOLKf El Pi Pi
Leftist 1^ iH S gn Pi
Anti-USA izil loiTSl m Pi IS
Figure 2. Similarity relation for the domain Alliance in Relation R
Figure 3. Similarity Relation for the domain E-Reliability in Relation R
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Politicat Statiftity Simjtarity Belalion
Stable Firm Tenuous Changeable Unstable
Stable M B B PI
Firm M IlI n B P
Tenuoua B B 03 B P
Changeable M O B 03 P
Unstable B B B 13 M
”X€ANml
Figure 4. Similarity Relation for the domain Political Stability in Relation R
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Issuing SELECT Statements
The Export PolicyManager forWindows might be used to enter the following valid
query:
Which countries have nearly the same stabilities as countries that presently import the IBM
ThinkPad 755CD?
First, a query can be done to find out what countries currently import the IBM
Thinkpad 755CD. This query can be implemented without any level values and stored as
the relation THINK. The form in Figure 7 shows the second SQL statement entered. The
level values are subjectively chosen to incorporate “nearly” into the query. The result of this
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query is stored as relation IMPORT and can be viewed in Figure 8.
Each entry field in the form is linked to a memory variable that corresponds to a
clause in the SELECT statement. A pushbutton which appears after theWHERE clause is
pressed to allow the user to enter a subselect/subquery statement. The user enters the level
values in the order that the field appears in theWHERE or HAVING clause. A table name
for the results of the SQL statement must be given to view the information.
After a SELECT statement has been entered by the user, each memory variable that
is not empty is added to another initially empty variable, STATEMENT. If a subquery was
entered another initially empty variable, SUBSTATEMENT, is formed in the same manner
as STATEMENT. SUBSTATEMENT is then added to the memory variable, mWHERE,
of the SELECT statement. The memory variable, mRESULT, holds the name of the
resulting table. The SQLEXECQ function is then executed in the following manner:
(3.3) Mvar = SQLEXEC(“&STATEMENT”,”&mRESULT”).
Mvar returns a value of0 is the SELECT statement was executed successfully. Otherwise,
it returns the value of the error. An explanation ofthe error is given by printing the function
DBMESSAGEQ.
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Figure 7. Select Statement for Countries with “Nearly the Same” Stability
27




This paper attempts to show the extensive work regarding retrieval of imprecise data
and its many potential applications. Managers in a baseball league could use a fuzzy
database to find out which players are most likely to be dropped or what players can be
traded. A corporation could determine what employees can relocate to start another branch
without disrupting the existing site.
Most commercial database management systems will eventually include capabilities
for fiizzy querying. This capability will most likely appear as a separate upgrade package.
The application presented here can perform fuzzy querying on any set of tables. There are
ways to increase the usefulness ofthis application by giving it the ability to perform queries
on different types of tables stored on remote or local machines. Further research should
also involve finding ways to reduce the overhead involved in using similarity relations.
Suggestions for Improvement
The model presented here could be extended with greater results by using Borland's
SQL Link package, available separately, to connect to third party SQL servers including:
Borland InterBase v3.3, Microsoft and Sybase SQL Server, Oracle Server, and Informix.
Queries can be issued using local and/or remote tables. When using an ODBC driver joins
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involving more than one table type or tables from different servers could be performed in
the same manner. The SQL command string is passed directly to the server for execution.
All SQL language extensions for the chosen server are supported which increases the
effectiveness ofthe application.
Further research in this area could involve ways to maintain a similarity matrix within
the system dynamically. Since dBASE is widely used Borland’s researchers should look at
ways to add fuzzy querying capabilities to the standard toolbar. Although there are subtle
differences in the design ofBorland’s dBASE and Microsoft’s Access, the FQLfERY add-on
package created forMicrosoft Access could be used as a good reference.
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APPENDIX 1
Source Code for Main Menu ofExport Policy Manager
******************************
* PROGRAM: Menul66.prg *
* WRITTEN BY; Charlene Frazier *
* DATE: 04/95 *
* VERSION: dBASE FORWINDOWS 5.0 *
* DESCRIPTION: Menu Definitions for Export Policy Manager *
* PARAMETERS: None *
* CALLS: baseO, MODIFY_RELATION(), REALLY_ENTER0, AD3()*
* TABLES: Any *
* USAGE: DOmenul66 *
******************************************************************
FUNCTION menul66
SET PROCEDURE TO C:\THESIS\BASE.PRG ADDITIVE
SET PROCEDURE TO C;\THESIS\MODAL167.PRG ADDITIVE
SET PROCEDURE TO C:\THESIS\AD3.PRG ADDITIVE
SET PROCEDURE TO PROGRAM(l) ADDITIVE
SET PROCEDURE TO C:\THESIS\RELATE.PRG ADDITIVE
OPEN DATABASE CHAR
SET DATABASE TO CHAR
** Copy All Tables to Corresponding Arrays
PUBLIC ARRAY ERELIABILITY[5,5]
USEER
COPY TO ARRAY ERELIABILITY ALL
USE REG
PUBLIC ARRAY REGIONAL_BALANCE[4,4]
COPY TO ARRAY REGIONAL_BALANCE ALL
USE POL
PUBLIC ARRAY POLITICAL[5,5]















** ;PLAY SOUND FILENAME GOODBYEF.WAV}




DEFINE MENU mFile OF f2.main ;
PROPERTY;
text "&File"
DEFINE MENU mOpen OF fZ.main.mFile;
PROPERTY;
text "&Open",;
statusMessage "Open a file"
DEFINE MENU mClose OF f2.main.mFile;
PROPERTY;
text "Close",;
statusMessage "Close the current table",;
onClick {;CLOSE TABLES;
; makeBrowse( FORM)}
DEFINE MENU mSeparator OF f2.main.mFile ;
PROPERTY;
separator T.
DEFINE MENU mExit OF f2.main.mFile;
PROPERTY;
text "Exit",;
statusMessage "Exit this example",;
onClick {;CLOSE FORM FORM}
*
* File I Open
*





; makeBrowse( FORM) },;
shortcut "Ctrl+T",;
statusmessage "Open a table"
*
* Relation | Enter Similarity Relation
DEFINE MENU mRelation OF fZ.main;
PROPERTY;
text "&Relation"
DEFINE MENU mEnter OF f2.main.mRelation;
PROPERTY;
text "Enter Similarity Relation",;
statusMessage "Display information"





statusmessage "Enter Alliance Similarity Relation"
DEFINE MENU mReliability OF £2.main.mRelation.mEnter;
PROPERTY;
text "&E-Reliability",;
onCUck {JDO REALLY_ENTERWITH ERELIABILITY,5,"E RELIABILITY"},;
shortcut "Ctrl+E",;
statusmessage "Enter E-Reliability Similarity Relation"
DEFINE MENU mRegional OF fZ.main.mRelation.mEnter;
PROPERTY;
text "&Regional Balance",;
onCUck {J)0 REALLY_ENTERWITH REGIONAL_BALANCE,4,"REGIONAL
BALANCE"},;
shortcut "Ctrl+R",;
statusmessage "Enter Regional Balance Similarity Relation"





statusmessage "Enter Political Stability Similarity Relation"
*
* Relation | Modify Similarity Relation
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DEFINE MENU mModify OF f2.main.mRelation;
PROPERTY;
text "Modify Similarity Relation",;
statusMessage "Display information"
DEFINEMENU mAlliance OF fZ.main.mRelation.mModify;
PROPERTY;
text "&Alliance",;
onClick {;DO MODIFY_RELATIONWITH ALLIANCE1,5,"ALLIANCE1"},;
statusmessage "Modify Alliance Similarity Relation"
DEFINE MENU mReliability OF fZ.main.mRelation.mModify;
PROPERTY;
text "&E-Reliability",;
onClick {;DO MODIFY_RELATION WITH ERELIABILITY,5,"E
RELIABILITY"},;
statusmessage "Modify E-Reliability Similarity Relation"
DEFINE MENU mRegional OF fZ.main.mRelation.mModify;
PROPERTY;
text "&Regional Balance",;
onClick {;DO MODIFY_RELATION WITH
REGIONAL_BALANCE,4,"REGIONAL BALANCE"},;
statusmessage "Modify Regional Balance Similarity Relation"
DEFINEMENU mPolitical OF f2.main.mRelation.mModify;
PROPERTY;
text "&Political Stability",;
onClick {;DO MODIFY_RELATIONWITH POLITICAL,5,"POLITICAL"},;
statusmessage "Modify Political Stability Similarity Relation"
DEFINE MENU mSQL OF f2.main;
PROPERTY;
text "&SQL"





* Help I About Box
*
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DEFESJE MENU mHelp OF f2.main;
PROPERTY;
text "&Help"










** PLAY SOUND FILENAMEWELCOMEF.WAV
RETURN 0
FUNCTION makeBrowse(poForm)
REDEFINE BROWSE bl OF poForm;
PROPERTY alias ALIASQ




Source Code for Similarity Relations ofExport Policy Manager
* PROGRAM: Relate.prg *
* WRITTEN BY: Charlene Frazier *
* DATE: 04/95 *
* VERSION: dBASE for Windows 5.0 *
* DESCRIPTION: Procedures to allow the user to use the *
* predefined values in each Similarity *
* Relation or to enter new values. *
^m^imnnt^f^tiHit*************************************************
* DESCRIPTION: Clears all arrays and allows the user to enter new
* values which are copied to corresponding tables.
* PARAMETERS: Name ofArray, Size ofArray, Name ofRelation
* CALLS: Procedure ENT_RELATION
* TABLES: ER, ALL, POL, REG
* ARRAYS: ALLIANCEl, POLITICAL, REGIONAL_BALANCE, ERELIABILITY










IF NAME = "ALLIANCEl"
USE ALL
ENDIF




IF NAME = "REGIONAL BALANCE"
USE REG
ENDIF
IF NAME = "POLITICAL"
USE POL
ENDIF
REPLACE FROM ARRAY ARRAYNAME ALL
ENDIF
RETURN
* DESCRIPTION; Copies contents oftables into corresponding arrays,
* allows the user to modify the arrays, and copies
* those values back to the corresponding tables.
* PARAMETERS: Name ofArray, Size ofArray, Name ofRelation
♦CALLS: Procedure ENT_RELATION
* TABLES: ER, ALL, POL, REG
* ARRAYS: ALLIANCEl, POLITICAL, REGIONAL_BALANCE, ERELIABILITY
* USAGE: DO REALLY_ENTER With <PARAMETERS>
PROCEDURE MODIFY_RELATION(ARRAYNAME,SIZE,NAME)
IF NAME = "ALLIANCEl"
USE ALL
ENDIF
IF NAME = "E RELIABILITY"
USEER
ENDIF
IF NAME = "REGIONAL BALANCE"
USE REG
ENDIF
IF NAME = "POLITICAL"
USE POL
ENDIF
COPY TO ARRAY ARRAYNAME ALL
DO ENT_RELATIONWITH ARRAYNAME,SIZE,NAME
RETURN
* DESCRIPTION: Allows User to Enter Values for Similarity Relation
* PARAMETERS: Array Name, Size ofArray, Name ofSimilarity Relation
* CALLS: VERIFYO
* ARRAYS: REGIONAL_BALANCE, ERELIABILITY, POLITICAL, ALLIANCEl
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* USAGE: DO ENT_RELATIONWITH <PARAMETERS>
PROCEDURE ENT_RELATION(ARRAYNAME,SIZE,NAME)
PUBLIC entALL,entPOL,entREG,entERELI
IF NAME = "ALLIANCEl"






text "Alliance Similarity Relation"
DEFINE TEXT tl OF entALL FROM 2,21 TO 2,75;
PROPERTY ;
text "Strategic Political Neutral Leftist Anti-"
DEFINE TEXT t2 OF entALL FROM 3,21 TO 3,75;
PROPERTY ;
text "Alliance Alliance USA "
DEFINE TEXT t3 OF entALL FROM 4,1 TO 4,20;
PROPERTY;
text "Strategic Alliance"
DEFINE TEXT t4 OF entALL FROM 6,1 TO 6,20;
PROPERTY;
text "Political Alliance"
DEFINE TEXT t5 OF entALL FROM 8,1 TO 8,13;
PROPERTY;
text "Neutral"
DEFINE TEXT t6 OF entALL FROM 10,1 TO 10,12;
PROPERTY;
text "Leftist"
DEFINE TEXT tl OF entALL FROM 12,1 TO 12,14;
PROPERTY;
text "Anti-USA"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,1"






statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,2"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,3"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,4"
DEFINE ENTRYFIELD el 5 OF entALL AT 4,68;
PROPERTY;
datalink "ALLIANCE 1 [1,5]",;
fimction "9",;
picture "9.99",;
statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,5"
DEFINE ENTRYFIELD e21 OF entALL AT 6,22;
PROPERTY;
dataUnk "ALLIANCE 1 [2,1]",;
function "9",;
picture "9.99",;
statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,1"
DEFINE ENTRYFIELD e22 OF entALL AT 6,35;
PROPERTY;
datalink "ALLIANCE 1 [2,2]",;
function "9",;
picture "9.99",;
statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,2"
DEFINE ENTRYFIELD e23 OF entALL AT 6,47;
PROPERTY;
datalink "ALLIANCE 1 [2,3]",;
function "9",;
picture "9.99",;
statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,3"






statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,4"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,5"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,1"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,2"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,3"
DEFINE ENTRYFIELD e34 OF entALL AT 8,58;
PROPERTY;
datalink "ALLIANCE 1 [3,4]",;
function "9",;
picture "9.99",;
statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,4"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,5"
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DEFINE ENTRYFIELD e41 OF entALL AT 10,22;
PROPERTY;
dataUnk "ALLIANCE 1 [4,1]",;
function "9",;
picture "9.99",;
statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,1"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,2"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,3"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,4"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,5"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 5,1"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 5,2"






statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 5,3"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 5,4"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 5,5"




onClick{;DO VERIFY WITH ALLIANCEl,5,entALL }







IF NAME = "POLITICAL"






text "Political Stability Similarity Relation"
DEFINE TEXT tl OF entPOL FROM 2,21 TO 2,77;
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PROPERTY ;
text "Stable Firm Tenuous Changeable
DEFINE TEXT t3 OF entPOL FROM 4,1 TO 4,7;
PROPERTY;
text "Stable"
DEFINE TEXT t4 OF entPOL FROM 6,1 TO 6,5;
PROPERTY;
text "Firm"
DEFINE TEXT t5 OF entPOL FROM 8,1 TO 8,8;
PROPERTY;
text "Tenuous"
DEFINE TEXT t6 OF entPOL FROM 10,1 TO 10,12;
PROPERTY;
text "Changeable"
DEFINE TEXT t7 OF entPOL FROM 12,1 TO 12,9;
PROPERTY;
text "Unstable"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,1"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,2"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,3"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,4"







statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,5"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,1"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,2"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,3"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,4"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,5"






statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,1"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,2"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,3"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,4"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,5"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,1"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,2"






statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,3"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,4"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,5"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 5,1"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 5,2"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 5,3"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 5,4"






statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 5,5"




onClick{;DO VERIFY WITH POLITICAL,5,entPOL }







IF NAME = "REGIONAL BALANCE"
CLEAR






text "Regional Balance Similarity Relation"
DEFINE TEXT tl OF entREG FROM 2,21 TO 2,75;
PROPERTY ;
text "Cohesion Formal Tension Conflict"
DEFINE TEXT t3 OF entREG FROM 4,1 TO 4,9;
PROPERTY;
text "Cohesion"
DEFINE TEXT t4 OF entREG FROM 6,1 TO 6,7;
PROPERTY;
text "Formal"
DEFINE TEXT t5 OF entREG FROM 8,1 TO 8,8;
PROPERTY;
text "Tension"









statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,1"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,2"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,3"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,4"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,1"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,2"






statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,3"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,4"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,1"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,2"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,3"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,4"






statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,1"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,2"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,3"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,4"




onClick{;DO VERIFY WITH REGIONAL_BALANCE,4,entREG}







IF NAME = "E RELIABILITY"






text "E-Reliability Similarity Relation"
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entERELI.tl = NEW TEXT(entERELI)
entERELI.tl.top = 2
entERELI.tl.left = 21
entERELI.tl .width = 55
entERELI.tl.text = "Excellent Good Medium Fair















DEFINE TEXT t6 OF entERELI FROM 10,1 TO 10,5;
PROPERTY;
text "Fair"
DEFINE TEXT t7 OF entERELI FROM 12,1 TO 12,4;
PROPERTY;
text "Low"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,1"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,2"







statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,3"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,4"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 1,5"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,1"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,2"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,3"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,4"






statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 2,5"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,1"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,2"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,3"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,4"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 3,5"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,1"






statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,2"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,3"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,4"





statusmessage "Enter Similarity Relation 4,5"
&& TRYING THE NEW OPERATORWHICH CREATES AN OBJECT
&& WITHOUT SPECIFYING ANY PROPERTIES - ALTERNATIVE TO THE
DEFINE COMMAND






entERELI.e51.statusmessage = "Enter Similarity Relation 5,1"






entERELI.e52.statusmessage = "Enter Similarity Relation 5,2"







entERELI.e53.statusmessage = "Enter Similarity Relation 5,3"






entERELI.e54.statusmessage = "Enter Similarity Relation 5,4"






entERELI.e55.statusmessage = "Enter Similarity Relation 5,5"
entERELI.ok = NEW PUSHBUTTON(entERELI)
entERELI.ok.top = 14
entERELI.ok. left = 27
entERELI.ok.upbitmap = "Resource #20"
entERELI.ok.text = "OK"
entERELI.ok onClick = {;D0 VERIFY WITH ERELIABILITY,5,entERELI}
entERELI. cancel = NEW PUSHBUTTON(entERELI)
entERELI.cancel.top = 14
entERELI.cancel.left = 47
entERELI.cancel.upbitmap = "Resource #28"





* DESCRIPTION; Verifies that each Similarity Relation is Symmetric
* and Reflexive
* PARAMETERS: Array Name, Size ofArray, Name ofRelation's Form
* CALLS: dBASE FUNCTION MSGBOXQ which prints an error box
* ARRAYS: REGIONAL_BALANCE, ERELIABILITY, POLITICAL, ALLIANCEl
* USAGE: DO VERIFY WITH <PARAMETERS>
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PROCEDURE VERIFY(ARRAYNAME,SIZE,FORM_NAME)
FORI = 1 TO SIZE
FORJ = 1 TO SIZE
IF ARRAYNAME[I,J] o 1 AND. I = J
PLAY SOUND FILENAME ERROR.WAV




IF ARRAYNAME[I,J] o ARRAYNAME[J,I]
PLAY SOUND FILENAME ERROR.WAV






REPLACE FROM ARRAY ARRAYNAME ALL
CLOSE FORM FORM_NAME
RETURN
* DESCRIPTION: Modal form to make sure the user wants to






















text "This option will delete all previous"





text "values. Do you want to continue?"
DEFINE PUSHBUTTON yes OF modal;
PROPERTY;
top modal.NEXTROWO + 1,;
left 3,;
text "&Yes",;
onClick {;CLOSE FORMWITH T.}
DEFINE PUSHBUTTON no OF modal;
PROPERTY;
TOP modal.yes.top,;
left modal.yes.left + 14,;
text "&No",;










Source Code for SELECT Statements ofExport Policy Manager
* PROGRAM: AD3.PRG *
* WRITTEN BY: Charlene Frazier *
* DATE: 04/95 *
* VERSION: dBASEFORWINDOWS 5.0 ♦
* DESCRIPTION: Forms and Functions to Obtain Select *
* Statement and Fuzzy Values *
****♦***♦♦************♦♦♦♦♦****♦***********♦*♦**♦******♦***♦
* DESCRIPTION: Form for Select Statement
♦PARAMETERS: None








mLEVELl 1 ,mLEVEL21 ,mLEVEL31 ,mLEVEL41 ,mRESULT,mORDER,mHAVING
PUBLIC mHAVINGl ,mGROUP,mREPLICATE,PRETEST,POSTTEST,LEVEL
PUBLIC IND, STATEMENT,SUBSTATEMENT
PUBLIC FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, FOURTH, REST
PUBLIC FAND, FORP, ANDOP, OROP, DUMMYOP
STORE SPACE(50) TO mSELECT, mFROM, mRESULT, mORDER, mGROUP
STORE SPACE(30) TO mLEVELl, mLEVEL2, mLEVEL3, mLEVEL4, mLEVELl 1,
mLEVEL21, mLEVEL31, mLEVEL41
STORE SPACE(80) TO mWHERE, mWHEREl,mWHERE2,mWHERE12,
mHAVING, mHAVINGl, mHAVING12
STORE"" TO SUBSTATEMENT
SET PROCEDURE TO PROGRAM(l) ADDITIVE
SET PROCEDURE TO C:\THESIS\PSIM.PRG ADDITIVE
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SET PROCEDURE TO C:\THESIS\RELATE.PRG ADDITIVE
CLEAR







DEFINE TEXT tl OF askSEL FROM 1,4 TO 1,10;
PROPERTY ;
text "Select"
DEFINE TEXT t2 OF askSEL FROM 3,4 TO 3,8;
PROPERTY ;
text "From"
DEFINE TEXT t3 OF askSEL FROM 5,4 TO 5,10;
PROPERTY ;
text "Where"
DEFINE TEXT t4 OF askSEL FROM 8,4 TO 8,12;
PROPERTY ;
text "Group By"
DEFINE TEXT t5 OF askSEL FROM 10,4 TO 10,10;
PROPERTY ;
text "Having"
DEFINE TEXT t6 OF askSEL FROM 13,4 TO 13,12;
PROPERTY ;
text "Order By"
DEFINE TEXT t70 OF askSEL FROM 15,4 TO 15,27;
PROPERTY ;
text "Level Values forWHERE"
DEFINE TEXT t7 OF askSEL FROM 16,4 TO 16,11;
PROPERTY ;
text "Level 1"
DEFINE TEXT t71 OF askSEL FROM 16,45 TO 16,52;
PROPERTY ;
text "Level 2"
DEFINE TEXT t72 OF askSEL FROM 18,4 TO 18,11;
PROPERTY ;
text "Level 3"




DEFINE TEXT t80 OF askSEL FROM 19,4 TO 19,27;
PROPERTY ;
text "Level Values for HAVING"
DEFINE TEXT t81 OF askSEL FROM 20,4 TO 20,11;
PROPERTY ;
text "Level 1"
DEFINE TEXT t82 OF askSEL FROM 20,45 TO 20,52;
PROPERTY ;
text "Level 2"
DEFINE TEXT t83 OF askSEL FROM 22,4 TO 22,11;
PROPERTY ;
text "Level 3"
DEFINE TEXT t84 OF askSEL FROM 22,45 TO 22,52;
PROPERTY ;
text "Level 4"
DEFINE TEXT t8 OF askSEL FROM 23,4 TO 23,59;
PROPERTY ;
text "Please enter a name for the resulting table"
DEFINE ENTRYFIELD el OF askSEL at 1,15 ;
PROPERTY ;
datalink "mSELECT", ;
StatusMessage "Enter the fields requested in query",;
function "!"












DEFINE PUSHBLfTTON subselect OF askSEL AT 7,15;
PROPERTY ;
text "Subselect", ;
StatusMessage "Press to enter a subquery",;
onClick {;AD40}
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DEFINE ENTRYFIELD e74 OF askSEL at 20,13 ;
PROPERTY ;
datalink "mLEVELl 1", ;
function "!"



























onclick {;CLOSE FORM askSEL}
OPEN FORM askSEL
RETURN 0






PUBLIC mSELECT2, mFROM2, mWHERE2,mWHERE21,
mLEVEL12,mLEVEL22,mLEVEL32,mLEVEL42
PUBLIC mLEVEL112, mLEVEL212, mLEVEL312, mLEVEL412, mRESULT2,
mORDER2
PUBLIC mHAVING2, mHAVING21, mORDER2, mGROUP2,mREPLICATE2
STORE SPACE(50) TO mSELECT2, mFROM2, mRESULT2, mORDER2, mGROUP2
STORE SPACE(30) TO mLEVEL12, mLEVEL22, mLEVEL32, mLEVEL42,
mLEVEL112, mLEVEL212, mLEVEL312, mLEVEL412
STORE SPACE(80) TO mWHERE2, mHAVING2, mWHERE21, mHAVING21
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SET PROCEDURE TO PROGRAM(l) ADDITIVE
SET PROCEDURE TO C:\THESIS\PSIM.PRG ADDITIVE
SET PROCEDURE TO C:\THESIS\RELATE.PRG ADDITIVE







DEFINE TEXT tl OF askSUB FROM 2,4 TO 2,10;
PROPERTY ;
text "Select"
DEFINE TEXT t2 OF askSUB FROM 4,4 TO 4,8;
PROPERTY ;
text "From"
DEFINE TEXT t3 OF askSUB FROM 6,4 TO 6,10;
PROPERTY ;
text "Where"
DEFINE TEXT t4 OF askSUB FROM 9,4 TO 9,12;
PROPERTY ;
text "Group By"
DEFINE TEXT t5 OF askSUB FROM 11,4 TO 11,10;
PROPERTY ;
text "Having"
DEFINE TEXT t6 OF askSUB FROM 14,4 TO 14,12;
PROPERTY ;
text "Order By"
DEFINE TEXT t70 OF askSUB FROM 16,4 TO 16,27;
PROPERTY ;
text "Level Values forWHERE"
DEFINE TEXT tl OF askSUB FROM 17,4 TO 17,11;
PROPERTY ;
text "Level 1"
DEFINE TEXT t71 OF askSUB FROM 17,45 TO 17,52;
PROPERTY ;
text "Level 2"
DEFINE TEXT t72 OF askSUB FROM 19,4 TO 19,11;
PROPERTY ;
text "Level 3"




DEFINE TEXT t80 OF askSUB FROM 20,4 TO 20,27;
PROPERTY ;
text "Level Values for HAVING"
DEFINE TEXT t81 OF askSUB FROM 21,4 TO 21,11;
PROPERTY ;
text "Level 1"
DEFINE TEXT t82 OF askSUB FROM 21,45 TO 21,52;
PROPERTY ;
text "Level 2"
DEFINE TEXT t83 OF askSUB FROM 23,4 TO 23,11;
PROPERTY ;
text "Level 3"
DEFINE TEXT t84 OF askSUB FROM 23,45 TO 23,52;
PROPERTY ;
text "Level 4"












































































onclick {;CLOSE FORM askSUB}
OPEN FORM askSUB
RETURN 0
* DESCRIPTION: Prepares All Clauses to be Added to Select Statement
* PARAMETERS: None




STORE 0 TO IND,FAND,FORP
STORE 0 TO J
STORE mWHERE+mWHEREl TO mWHERE







STORE " AND " TO ANDOP
STORE " OR " TO OROP
STORE " " TO DUMMYOP
STORE "" TO FIRST,SECOND,THIRD,FOURTH,REST
IF LEN("&mWHERE") > 0 && Perform breakdown ofWHERE Clause
FAND = AT(" AND ","&mWHERE",l)
FORP = AT(" OR ","&mWHERE",l)
IF (FANDo 0) AND. (FORPo 0)
IF (FAND < FORP)
STORE SUBSTR("&mWHERE",l,FAND-l) TO FIRST
STORE SUBSTR("&mWHERE",FAND+5,(LEN("&mWHERE")+l)-(FAND+5))
TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH FIRST,mLEVELl,ANDOP
ELSE




DO FUZZY WITH FIRST,mLEVELl,OROP
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (FAND = 0) .AND. (FORP = 0)
DO FUZZYWITH mWHERE,mLEVELl,DUMMYOP
ENDIF
IF (FANDo 0) AND. (FORP = 0)
STORE SUBSTR("&mWHERE",l,FAND-l) TO FIRST
STORE SUBSTR("&mWHERE'',FAND+5,(LEN("&mWHERE'')+l)-(FAND+5))
TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH FIRST,mLEVELl.ANDOP
ENDIF
IF (FORPo 0) AND. (FAND = 0)





FAND = AT(" AND ","&REST",1)
FORP = AT(" OR ","&REST",1)
IF (FANDo 0) AND. (FORPo 0)
IF (FAND < FORP)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,FAND-1) TO SECOND
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FAND+5,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FAND+5)) TO
REST
DO FUZZY WITH SECOND,mLEVEL2,ANDOP
ELSE
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",l,FORP-l) TO SECOND




IF (FANDo 0) AND. (FORP = 0)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,FAND-1) TO SECOND
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FAND+5,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FAND+5)) TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH SECOND,mLEVEL2,ANDOP
ENDIF
IF (FORPo 0) AND. (FAND = 0)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",l,FORP-l) TO SECOND
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STORE SUBSTR(''&REST",FORP+4,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FORP+4)) TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH SECOND,mLEVEL2,OROP
ENDIF
IF FORP = 0 .AND. FAND = 0
STORE REST TO SECOND
STORE "" TO REST
DO FUZZYWITH SECOND,mLEVEL2,DUMMYOP
ENDIF
FAND = AT(" AND ","&REST",1)
FORP = AT(" OR ","&REST’',1)
IF (FANDo 0) AND. (FORPo 0)
IF (FAND < FORP)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,FAND-1) TO THIRD
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FAND+5,(LEN(''&REST")+l)-(FAND+5)) TO
REST
DO FUZZY WITH THIRD,mLEVEL3,ANDOP
ELSE
STORE SUBSTR(’'&REST'',l,FORP-l) TO THIRD
STORE SUBSTR("&REST'',FORP+4,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FORP+4)) TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH THIRD,mLEVEL3,OROP
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (FANDo 0) .AND. (FORP = 0)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,FAND-1) TO THIRD
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FAND+5,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FAND+5)) TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH THIRD,inLEVEL3,ANDOP
ENDIF
IF (FORPo 0) AND. (FAND = 0)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,F0RP-1) TO THIRD
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",F0RP+4,(LEN("&REST")+1)-(F0RP+4)) TO REST
DO FUZZYWITH THIRD,mLEVEL3,OROP
ENDIF
IF FORP = 0 AND. FAND = 0
STORE REST TO THIRD
STORE"" TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH THIRD,mLEVEL3,DUMMYOP
ENDIF
IF LENC'&REST") > 2





IF LEN("&FIRST") > 0
STORE FIRST TO mWHERE
ENDIF
IF LEN("&SECOND") > 0
STORE mWHERE+SECOND TO mWHERE
ENDIF
IF LEN("&THIRD") > 0
STORE mWHERE+THIRD TO mWHERE
ENDIF
IF LEN("&FOURTH") > 0
STORE mWHERE+FOURTH TO mWHERE
ENDIF
ENDIF && End ofBreakdown ofWHERE Clause
IF LENC'&SUBSTATEMENT") > 0 && Add Subselect to Where Clause
STORE mWHERE+”("+SUBSTATEMENT+")" TO mWHERE
ENDIF
STORE "SELECT &mSELECT FROM &mFROMWHERE &mWHERE" TO
STATEMENT
IF LEN("&mGROUP") > 0
STORE STATEMENT+" GROUP BY "+mGROUP TO STATEMENT
ENDIF
&& Clear All Variables Needed to Perform Breakdown ofHAVING Clause
STORE "" TO FIRST,SECOND,THIRD,FOURTH,REST
IF LEN("&mHAVING") > 0 && Perform breakdown ofHAVING Clause
FAND = AT(" AND ","&mHAVING",l)
FORP = AT(" OR ","&mHAVING",l)
IF (FANDo 0) AND. (FORPo 0)
IF (FAND < FORP)
STORE SUBSTR("&mHAVING",l,FAND-l) TO FIRST
STORE
SUBSTR("&mHAVING",FAND+5,(LEN("&mHAVING")+l)-(FAND+5)) TO REST
DO FUZZYWITH FIRST,mLEVELl l,ANDOP
ELSE
STORE SUBSTR("&mHAVING",l,FORP-l) TO FIRST
STORE SUBSTR("&mHAVING",FORP+4,(LEN("&mHAVING")+l)-(FORP+4))
TO REST




IF (FAND = 0) .AND. (FORP = 0)
DO FUZZY WITH mHAVING.inLEVELl l,DUMMYOP
ENDIF
IF (FANDo 0) AND. (FORP = 0)
STORE SUBSTR("&mHAVING",l,FAND-l) TO FIRST
STORE SUBSTR("&niHAVING",FAND+5,(LEN("&mHAVING'')+l)-(FAND+5))
TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH FIRST,mLEVELl l,ANDOP
ENDIF
IF (FORPo 0) AND. (FAND = 0)
STORE SUBSTR("&mHAVING",l,FORP-l) TO FIRST
STORE SUBSTR("&mHAVING",FORP+4,(LEN("&mHAVING'')+l)-(FORP+4))
TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH FIRST,mLEVELl l,OROP
ENDIF
FAND = AT(" AND ","&REST",1)
FORP = AT(" OR ","&REST",1)
IF (FANDo 0) AND. (FORPo 0)
IF (FAND < FORP)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,FAND-1) TO SECOND
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FAND+5,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FAND+5)) TO
REST
DO FUZZY WITH SECOND,mLEVEL21,ANDOP
ELSE
STORE SUBSTRC'&REST",l,FORP-l) TO SECOND




IF (FANDo 0) AND. (FORP = 0)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST’',1,FAND-1) TO SECOND
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FAND+5,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FAND+5)) TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH SECOND,mLEVEL21,ANDOP
ENDIF
IF (FORPo 0) .AND. (FAND = 0)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,F0RP-1) TO SECOND
STORE SUBSTR("&REST'',FORP+4,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FORP+4)) TO REST
DO FUZZYWITH SECOND,mLEVEL21,OROP
ENDIF
IF FORP = 0 AND. FAND = 0
STORE REST TO SECOND
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STORE "" TO REST
DO FUZZYWITH SECOND,niLEVEL21,DUMMYOP
ENDIF
FAND = AT(" AND ","&REST",1)
FORP = AT(" OR ","&REST".l)
IF (FANDo 0) .AND. (FORPo 0)
IF (FAND < FORP)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,FAND-1) TO THIRD
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FAND+5,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FAND+5)) TO
REST
DO FUZZY WITH THIRD,niLEVEL31,ANDOP
ELSE
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",l,FORP-l) TO THIRD
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FORP+4,iEN("&REST")+l)-(FORP+4)) TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH THIRD,mLEVEL3 l,OROP
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (FANDo 0) .AND. (FORP = 0)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,FAND-1) TO THIRD
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FAND+5,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FAND+5)) TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH THIRD,mLEVEL3 l,ANDOP
ENDIF
IF (FORPo 0) .AND. (FAND = 0)
STORE SUBSTR(''&REST",1,F0RP-1) TO THIRD
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FORP+4,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FORP+4)) TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH THIRD,mLEVEL3 l,OROP
ENDIF
IF FORP = 0 AND. FAND = 0
STORE REST TO THIRD
STORE"" TO REST
DO FUZZYWITH THIRD,mLEVEL3 l,DUMMYOP
ENDIF
IF LENC'&REST") > 2
STORE REST TO FOURTH
DO FUZZYWITH FOURTH,niLEVEL41,DUMMYOP
ENDIF
IF LENC'&FIRST") > 0
STORE FIRST TO mHAVING
ENDIF
IF LEN("&SECOND") > 0
STORE mHAVING+SECOND TO mHAVING
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ENDIF
IF LEN("&THIRD'') > 0
STORE mHAVING+THIRD TO mHAVING
ENDIF
IF LENC'&FOURTH") > 0
STORE mHAVING+FOURTH TO mHAVING
ENDIF
ENDIF && End ofBreakdown ofHAVING Clause
IF LEN("&mORDER") > 0





? DBMESSAGEQ && Prints error in executing Select Statement
ENDIF
RETURN 0
* DESCRIPTION: OBTAIN APPROPRIATE CLAUSES TO PUT INTO
SUBQUERY
* PARAMETERS: None




STORE 0 TO IND,FAND,FORP
STORE 0 TO J
STORE mWHERE2+mWHERE21 TO mWHERE2







STORE " AND " TO ANDOP
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STORE " OR" TO OROP
STORE "" TO DUMMYOP
STORE "" TO FIRST.SECOND,THIRD,FOURTH,REST
IF LEN("&mWHERE2") > 0 && Perform Breakdown ofWHERE Clause of Subselect
FAND = AT(" AND ","&mWHERE2",l)
FORP = AT(" OR ","&mWHERE2",l)
IF (FANDo 0) .AND. (FORPo 0)
IF (FAND < FORP)











IF (FAND = 0) .AND. (FORP = 0)
DO FUZZY WITH mWHERE2,mLEVEL12,DUMMYOP
ENDIF
IF (FANDo 0) .AND. (FORP = 0)





IF (FORPo 0) AND. (FAND = 0)





FAND = AT(" AND ","&REST",1)
FORP = AT(" OR ","&REST",I)
IF (FANDo 0) .AND. (FORPo 0)
IF (FAND < FORP)






STORE SUBSTR("&REST",l,FORP-l) TO SECOND
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FORP+4,iEN("&REST")+l)-(FORP+4)) TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH SECOND,mLEVEL22,OROP
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (FANDo 0) .AND. (FORP = 0)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,FAND-1) TO SECOND
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FAND+5,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FAND+5)) TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH SECOND,inLEVEL22,ANDOP
ENDIF
IF (FORPo 0) .AND. (FAND = 0)
STORE SUBSTR(''&REST'',l,FORP-l) TO SECOND
STORE SUBSTR("&REST'',FORP+4,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FORP+4)) TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH SECOND,mLEVEL22,OROP
ENDIF
IF FORP = 0 AND. FAND = 0
STORE REST TO SECOND
STORE "" TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH SECOND,niLEVEL22,DUMMYOP
ENDIF
FAND = AT(" AND ","&REST'',1)
FORP = AT(" OR ","&REST",1)
IF (FANDo 0) AND. (FORPo 0)
IF (FAND < FORP)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,FAND-1) TO THIRD
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FAND+5,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FAND+5)) TO
REST
DO FUZZY WITH THIRD,mLEVEL32,ANDOP
ELSE
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",l,FORP-l) TO THIRD
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FORP+4,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FORP+4)) TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH THIRD,mLEVEL32,OROP
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (FANDo 0) .AND. (FORP = 0)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,FAND-1) TO THIRD
STORE SUBSTR("&REST'',FAND+5,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FAND+5)) TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH THIRD,inLEVEL32,ANDOP
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ENDIF
IF (FORPo 0) .AND. (FAND = 0)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,F0RP-1) TO THIRD
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FORP+4,(LEN("&REST'')+l)-(FORP+4)) TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH THIRD,niLEVEL32,OROP
ENDIF
IF FORP = 0 .AND. FAND = 0




IF LEN("&REST") > 2
STORE REST TO FOURTH
DO FUZZY WITH FOURTH,niLEVEL42,DUMMYOP
ENDIF
SET TALK ON
IF LEN("&FIRST") > 0
STORE FIRST TO mWHERE2
ENDIF
IF LEN("&SECOND") > 0
STORE mWHERE2+SECOND TO mWHERE2
ENDIF
IF LEN("&THIRD") > 0
STORE mWHERE2+THIRD TO mWHERE2
ENDIF
IF LEN("&FOURTH") > 0
STORE mWHERE2+FOURTH TO mWHERE2
ENDIF
ENDIF && End ofBreakdown ofWHERE Clause for Subselect Clause
&& SUBSTATEMENT will later be added to the WHERE Clause of the Select Clause
STORE "SELECT &mSELECT2 FROM &niFROM2 WHERE &mWHERE2" TO
SUBSTATEMENT
IF LEN("&mGROUP2") > 0
STORE SUBSTATEMENT+" GROUP BY "+mGROUP2 TO SUBSTATEMENT
ENDIF
&& Clear All Variables Needed to Perform Breakdown ofHAVING CLAUSE
STORE"" TO FIRST,SECOND,THIRD,FOURTH,REST
IF LEN("&mHAVING2") > 0 && Perform breakdown ofHAVING Clause
FAND = AT(" AND ","&mHAVING2",l)
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FORP = AT(" OR ",''&mHAVING2'',l)
IF (FANDo 0) .AND. (FORPo 0)
IF (FAND < FORP)




DO FUZZY WITH FIRST,mLEVELl 12,ANDOP
ELSE
STORE SUBSTR("&mHAVING2",l,F0RP-l) TO FIRST
STORE
SUBSTR("&mHAVING2",FORP+4,(LEN("&mHAVING2")+l)-(FORP+4)) TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH FIRST,mLEVELl 12,OROP
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (FAND = 0) .AND. (FORP = 0)
DO FUZZYWITH mHAVING2,mLEVELl 12,DUMMYOP
ENDIF
IF (FANDo 0) AND. (FORP = 0)




DO FUZZYWITH FIRST,mLEVELl 12,ANDOP
ENDIF
IF (FORPo 0) AND. (FAND = 0)
STORE SUBSTR("&mHAVING2",l,FORP-l) TO FIRST
STORE
SUBSTR("&mHAVING2",FORP+4,(LEN("&mHAVING2")+l)-(FORP+4)) TO REST
DO FUZZYWITH FIRST,mLEVELl 12,OROP
ENDIF
FAND = AT(" AND ","&REST",1)
FORP = AT(" OR ","&REST",1)
IF (FANDo 0) .AND. (FORP <> 0)
IF (FAND < FORP)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,FAND-1) TO SECOND
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FAND+5,(LEN(''&REST")+l)-(FAND+5)) TO
REST
DO FUZZY WITH SECOND,mLEVEL2122,ANDOP
ELSE
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",l,FORP-l) TO SECOND
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IF (FANDo 0) AND. (FORP = 0)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,FAND-1) TO SECOND
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FAND+5,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FAND+5)) TO REST
DO FUZZYWITH SECOND,mLEVEL212,ANDOP
ENDIF
IF (FORPo 0) .AND. (FAND = 0)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,F0RP-1) TO SECOND
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FORP+4,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FORP+4)) TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH SECOND,mLEVEL212,OROP
ENDIF
IF FORP = 0 .AND. FAND = 0
STORE REST TO SECOND
STORE "" TO REST
DO FUZZYWITH SECOND,mLEVEL212,DUMMYOP
ENDIF
FAND = ATC’ AND ","&REST",1)
FORP = AT(" OR ",''&REST",1)
IF (FANDo 0) AND. (FORPo 0)
IF (FAND < FORP)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,FAND-1) TO THIRD
STORE SUBSTR("&REST'',FAND+5,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FAND+5)) TO
REST
DO FUZZY WITH THIRD,mLEVEL312,ANDOP
ELSE
STORE SUBSTR("&REST'',l,FORP-l) TO THIRD
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",FORP+4,(LEN("&REST'')+l)-(FORP+4)) TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH THIRD,mLEVEL312,OROP
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (FANDo 0) AND. (FORP = 0)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,FAND-1) TO THIRD
STORE SUBSTR("&REST'',FAND+5,(LEN("&REST")+l)-(FAND+5)) TO REST
DO FUZZYWITH THIRD,mLEVEL312,ANDOP
ENDIF
IF (FORPo 0) AND. (FAND = 0)
STORE SUBSTR("&REST",1,F0RP-1) TO THIRD
STORE SUBSTR("&REST'',FORP+4,^EN("&REST")+l)-(FORP+4)) TO REST
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DO FUZZYWITH THIRD,raLEVELS 12,OROP
ENDIF
IF FORP = 0 AND. FAND = 0
STORE REST TO THIRD
STORE"" TO REST
DO FUZZY WITH THIRD,mLEVEL312,DUMMYOP
ENDIF
IF LEN("&REST") > 2
STORE REST TO FOURTH
DO FUZZY WITH FOURTH,mLEVEL412,DUMMYOP
ENDIF
IF LENC'&FIRST") > 0
STORE FIRST TO mHAVTNG2
ENDIF
IF LENC’&SECOND") > 0
STORE mHAVING2+SECOND TO mHAVING2
ENDIF
IF LEN("&THIRD") > 0
STORE mHAVING2+THIRD TO mHAVING2
ENDIF
IF LEN("&FOURTH") > 0
STORE mHAVING2+FOURTH TO niHAVING2
ENDIF
ENDIF && End ofBreakdown ofHAVING Clause
IF LEN("&mHAVING2") > 0
STORE SUBSTATEMENT+" HAVING "+mHAVING2 TO SUBSTATEMENT
ENDIF
IF LEN("&mORDER2") > 0




* DESCRIPTION: Adds all the fields to the Where and Having Clauses
* that apply to the level values
* PARAMETERS: String containing field and instance. Level value,
* Relational operator after the user supplied value
* in the original clause
* CALLS: None
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* ARRAYS: REGIONAL_BALANCE, ERELIABILITY, POLITICAL, ALLIANCEl
* USAGE: DO FuzzyWith <PARAMETERS>
PROCEDURE FUZZY(mVALUE,mFVALUE,mOP)
PUBLIC NFVALUE
STORE SPACE(30) TO NFVALUE
IF LEN("&mFVALUE") > 0
DO CASE
CASE AT("ALLIANCE",mFVALUE) > 0
STORE STUFF(mFVALUE,l,AT("ALLIANCE",mFVALUE)+7,"") TO
mFVALUE
CASE AT("PSTABILITY",mFVALUE) > 0
STORE STUFF(mFVALUE,l,AT("PSTABILITY",niFVALUE)+9,"") TO
mFVALUE
CASE AT("ERELIABLE",mFVALUE) > 0
STORE STUFF(mFVALUE,l,AT("ERELIABLE",mFVALUE)+8,"") TO
mFVALUE





IF AT("ALLIANCE",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,l,AT("ALLIANCE",mVALUE)+7) TO LEVEL
IF RAT("STRATEGIC ALLIANCE",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,RAT("'STRATEGIC ALLIANCE'",mVALUE),20) TO
PRETEST
ENDIF
IF RATC'POLITICAL ALLIANCE",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,RAT("'POLITICAL ALLIANCE’",mVALUE),20) TO
PRETEST
ENDIF
IF RAT("ANTI-USA",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,RAT('"ANTI-USA'",mVALUE),10) TO PRETEST
ENDIF
IF RAT("NEUTRAL",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,RAT("'NEUTRAL'",mVALUE),9) TO PRETEST
ENDIF
IF RAT("LEFTIST",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,RAT("LEFTIST'",mVALUE),9) TO PRETEST
ENDIF




IF LEN("&PRETEST") > 0
DO CASE
CASE PRETEST = '"STRATEGIC ALLIANCE'"
IND=1
CASE PRETEST = "'POLITICAL ALLIANCE'"
IND = 2
CASE PRETEST = '"NEUTRAL"'
IND = 3
CASE PRETEST = "LEFTIST"'
IND = 4
CASE PRETEST = "'ANTI-USA'"
IND = 5
ENDCASE
FORJ = 1 TO 5
IF ALLIANCE1[IND,J] &NFVALUE AND. IND <> J
DO CASE
CASE J = 1
STORE mVALUE + " OR" + LEVEL + " = " + "'STRATEGIC ALLIANCE'" TO
mVALUE
CASE J = 2
STORE mVALUE + " OR" + LEVEL + " = " + "'POLITICAL ALLIANCE'" TO
mVALUE
CASE J = 3
STORE mVALUE + " OR " + LEVEL + " = " + '"NEUTRAL"' TO mVALUE
CASE J = 4
STORE mVALUE + " OR " + LEVEL + " = " + "LEFTIST"' TO mVALUE
CASE J = 5





FOR I = 1 TO 4
FOR J = 1+1 TO 5
IF ALLIANCE1[I,J] &NFVALUE
DO CASE
CASE J = 2
STORE mVALUE + " OR" + LEVEL + " = " + "POLITICAL ALLIANCE'" TO
mVALUE
CASE J = 3
STORE mVALUE + " OR " + LEVEL + " = " + '"NEUTRAL"' TO mVALUE
CASE J = 4
STORE mVALUE + " OR" + LEVEL + " = " + "LEFTIST"' TO mVALUE
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CASE J = 5







IF ATC'PSTABILITY",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,l,AT("PSTABILITY",mVALUE)+9) TO LEVEL
IF RATC'STABLE",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,RATC'STABLE"',mVALUE),8) TO PRETEST
ENDIF




IF RAT("TENUOUS",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,RAT('"TENUOUS'",mVALUE),9) TO PRETEST
ENDIF
IF RAT("FIRM",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,RAT('"FIRM'",mVALUE),6) TO PRETEST
ENDIF
IF RAT("UNSTABLE",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,RAT('"UNSTABLE'",mVALUE),10) TO PRETEST
ENDIF
IF RAT(".PSTABILITY",mVALUE) > 0
STORE"" TO PRETEST
ENDIF
IF LEN("&PRETEST") > 0
DO CASE
CASE PRETEST = "'STABLE'"
IND= 1
CASE PRETEST = "'FIRM'"
IND = 2
CASE PRETEST = "'TENUOUS'"
IND = 3
CASE PRETEST = "'CHANGEABLE'"
IND = 4
CASE PRETEST = '"UNSTABLE"'
IND = 5
ENDCASE
FORJ = 1 TO 5
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IF POLITICAL[IND,J] &NFVALUE AND. INDo J
DO CASE
CASE J = 1
STORE mVALUE + " OR" + LEVEL + " = " + '"STABLE"' TO mVALUE
CASEJ = 2
STORE mVALUE + " OR" + LEVEL + " = " + "TERM"' TO mVALUE
CASE J = 3
STORE mVALUE +" OR" + LEVEL + " = " + "'TENUOUS'" TO mVALUE
CASE J = 4
STORE mVALUE +" OR" + LEVEL + " = " + "'CHANGEABLE'" TO mVALUE
CASE J = 5





FORI = 1 TO 4
FOR J = 1+1 TO 5
IF ALLIANCE![I,J] &NFVALUE
DO CASE
CASE J = 2
STORE mVALUE + " OR " + LEVEL + " = " + "TIRM"' TO mVALUE
CASE J = 3
STORE mVALUE + " OR " + LEVEL + " = " + "'TENUOUS'" TO mVALUE
CASE J = 4
STORE mVALUE + " OR " + LEVEL + " = " + "'CHANGEABLE'" TO
mVALUE
CASE J = 5







IF ATC’RBALANCE",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,l,AT("RBALANCE",mVALUE)+7) TO LEVEL
IF RATC'COHESION",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,RAT('"COHESION'",mVALUE), 10) TO PRETEST
ENDIF
IF RATC'FORMAL",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,RAT("TORMAL'",mVALUE),8) TO PRETEST
ENDIF
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IF RAT("TENSION",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,RAT('"TENSION"’,mVALUE),9) TO PRETEST
ENDIF
IF RAT("CONFLICT’',mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,RAT("'CONFLICT"',mVALUE),10) TO PRETEST
ENDIF
IF RAT(".RBALANCE",mVALUE) > 0
STORE"" TO PRETEST
ENDIF
IF LENC'&PRETEST") > 0
DO CASE
CASE PRETEST = '"COHESION"'
IND= 1
CASE PRETEST = "'FORMAL'"
IND = 2
CASE PRETEST = "'TENSION'"
IND = 3
CASE PRETEST = "'CONFLICT'"
IND = 4
ENDCASE
FOR J = 1 TO 4
IF REGIONAL_BALANCE[IND,J] &NFVALUE AND. INDo J
DO CASE
CASE J = 1
STORE mVALUE + " OR" + LEVEL + " = " + "'COHESION'" TO mVALUE
CASE J = 2
STORE mVALUE + " OR" + LEVEL + " = " + "'FORMAL'" TO mVALUE
CASE J = 3
STORE mVALUE + " OR" + LEVEL + " = " + '"TENSION"' TO mVALUE
CASE J = 4





FORI = 1 TO 3
FORI = 1+1 TO 4
IF REGIONAL_BALANCE[IND,J] &NFVALUE
DO CASE
CASE J = 2
STORE mVALUE + " OR" + LEVEL + " = " + "FORMAL"' TO mVALUE
CASE J = 3
STORE mVALUE +" OR" + LEVEL + " = " + '"TENSION"’ TO mVALUE
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CASE J = 4







IF ATC'ERELIABLE",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,l,ATC'ERELIABLE",mVALUE)+8) TO LEVEL
IF RATC'EXCELLENT",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,RAT("EXCELLENT'",mVALUE), 11) TO
PRETEST
ENDIF
IF RAT("GOOD",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,RAT('"GOOD'",mVALUE),6) TO PRETEST
ENDIF
IF RAT("MEDIUM",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,RAT('"MEDIUM'",mVALUE),8) TO PRETEST
ENDIF
IF RAT("FAIR",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,RAT("TAIR'",mVALUE),6) TO PRETEST
ENDIF
IF RAT("LOW",mVALUE) > 0
STORE SUBSTR(mVALUE,RAT('"LOW",mVALUE),5) TO PRETEST
ENDIF
IF RAT(".ERELIABLE",mVALUE) > 0
STORE '"' TO PRETEST
ENDIF
IF LEN("&PRETEST") > 0
DO CASE
CASE PRETEST = "'EXCELLENT'"
IND= 1
CASE PRETEST = "'GOOD'"
IND = 2
CASE PRETEST = "'MEDIUM'"
IND = 3
CASE PRETEST = "'FAIR'"
IND = 4
CASE PRETEST = '"LOW"
IND = 5
ENDCASE
FOR J = 1 TO 5
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IF ERELIABILITY[IND,J] &NFVALUE .AND. INDo J
DO CASE
CASE J = 1
STORE mVALUE + " OR" + LEVEL +" = " + '"EXCELLENT"' TO mVALUE
CASE J = 2
STORE mVALUE + " OR" + LEVEL + " = " + "'GOOD'" TO mVALUE
CASE J = 3
STORE mVALUE + " OR" + LEVEL + " = " + '"MEDIUM"' TO mVALUE
CASE J = 4
STORE mVALUE + " OR" + LEVEL + " = " + "TAIR"' TO mVALUE
CASE J = 5





FOR I = 1 TO 4
FOR J = 1+1 TO 5
IF ERELIABILITY[IND,J] &NFVALUE
DO CASE
CASE J = 2
STORE mVALUE + " OR" + LEVEL + " = " + "'GOOD'" TO mVALUE
CASE J = 3
STORE mVALUE + " OR" + LEVEL + " = " + '"MEDIUM" TO mVALUE
CASE J = 4
STORE mVALUE + " OR" + LEVEL + " = " + "'FAIR'" TO mVALUE
CASE J = 5












Source Code for About Box ofExport Policy Manager
* PROGRAM; Base.prg *
* WRITTEN BY: Charlene Frazier *
* DATE; 04/95 *
* VERSION: dBASE FORWINDOWS 5.0 *
* DESCRIPTION; An About box for Export Policy Manager *
* PARAMETERS: None *
* CALLS: None *
* ARRAYS: None *


















alignment 1 && top left







borderStyle 2 && lowered
DEFINE TEXT tl OF IrAbout;
PROPERTY;





DEFINE TEXT t2 of IrAbout;
PROPERTY;
text "Developed for CAU by Charlene Frazier",;
fontname "System",;
top IrAbout.NEXTROWO + 0.25,;
left 10,;
width 43
DEFINE TEXT t3 OF IrAbout;
PROPERTY;
text "Copyright 1995 CAU",;
fontname "System",;
top IrAbout.NEXTROWO + 0.25,;
left 10,;
width 30
DEFINE TEXT t4 OF IrAbout;
PROPERTY;
text "All rights reserved.",;
fontname "System",;
top IrAbout.NEXTROWO + 0.25,;
left 10,;
width 30
DEFINE PUSHBUTTON ok OF IrAbout;
PROPERTY;
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